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Abstract. In postmodern society, the symptoms of political participation and the
nature of democratic freedom have resulted in the phenomenon of money poli-
tics in election contestation. This can not only appear in political organizations
and communities but also develops in other communities that have no political
affiliation other than as citizens. Youth voters become one of the targets in the
practice of money politics. Opinions and thoughts about rational choice are often
used as justification. Youth is identified with people who think critically in poli-
tics. This article wants to examine how the attitude of young voters towards the
phenomenon of money politics? An important question that has been a question
for political and election experts in Indonesia. By using a qualitative method with
a case study of the 2020 simultaneous regional elections in East Java. The impli-
cation of this research is the phenomenon of young voters who are rational and
aware of their political participation, so that they are able to understand in depth
the consequences of a political choice. With the nature of Generation Z, the log-
ical consequence of the patron-client phenomenon that has been the hallmark of
money politics in Indonesia will fade a little. Young voters will tend to ignore the
practices of money politics, or tend to be apathetic to the existing political choices.
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1 Introduction

Elections are a form of democracy and ameans for the people to express their sovereignty
over the state and government. Community participation is very important in elections,
because it is a form of sovereignty possessed by people who adhere to a democratic
system. Sovereignty of the people can be realized in the electoral process to determine
who should conduct and supervise the government of the state [1]. The transition of
the election mechanism from indirect to direct elections has an impact, namely the
widespread spread of money politics. Money politics is often regarded as an important
element that determines the victory of candidates, both at the executive and legislative
levels. One of the considerations for switching the election mechanism directly is to cut
money politics, logically, candidates do not have the ability to buy a large number of
people’s votes. However, the facts show that even in the direct election, money politics
takes place on a massive scale, even though the costs are increasingly expensive because
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it involves voters in one electoral district. During the election of regional heads by
legislative representatives, money politics has indeed emerged, but in direct elections it
has made money politics more widespread [2].

In Indonesia, money politics has become a regular issue in every democratic con-
testation, both in the election contestation. Money politics not only destroys democracy
but can have implications for the birth of elections that are far from honest and fair
principles. According to Muhtadi, the number of voters involved in money politics in
the 2019 elections was in the range of 19.4% to 33.1%. The range of money politics
is very high by international standards, and even places Indonesia as the country with
the third largest money politics ranking in the world [3]. In other words, money politics
has become the new normal practice in Indonesian elections. In addition, data from the
Election Supervisory Body of the Republic of Indonesia, cases of money politics in the
2019 general elections that were decided in court increasingly show that money politics
is one of the big challenges going forward, with as many as 67 cases.

Citizen participation is the cornerstone of a democratic nation. Civic participation is
“the heart of democracy” and democracy is unthinkable without the ability of citizens to
participate freely in governmental processes [4]. The general consensus is that there has
been a “crisis of democracy” recently. This is related to a number of factors: repressed
belief in conventional politics [5], delegation of policy-making to non-political institu-
tions [6], increasingly negative representation of politicians and official institutions in the
media. [7], Personalization. Socio-political values [8, 9]. This has recently contributed
to very low participation rates [10] and declining party membership [11], leaving young
people deeply alienated from the traditional political mainstream in democracies [12,
13].

In today’s democracy, young voters are not enough just to have political knowledge
in all its aspects, but are also required to have intellectual skills that are critically prac-
ticed, such as listening skills, identifying, describing, analyzing, assessing and creating
political issues that become political issues. public issues. Money politics is a political
issue that is the main focus of this research. This article wants to see the perception
of young voters about money politics during elections. The main arena is that young
individual voters as citizens become subjects through the process of “subjectification”,
namely the production of a series of actions, expressions, and expressions in the exist-
ing field of experience, but are able to reconfigure the field of experience, by offering
the value of new experiences in a different political constellation. keep changing. The
discourse of money politics among young voters is an illustration of the actualization of
political activities of young voters in finding space for their political existence.

There are several ways to spread money politics: (1) Direct money politics can be
in the form of cash payments from a certain candidate’s “success team” to potential
constituents, (2) donations from prospective candidates to political parties that have
supported them, or (3) “mandatory contribution” required by a political party to party
cadres or prospective candidates who wish to run for governor, regent, or mayor. Mean-
while, money politics indirectly can take the form of distributing prizes or door prizes,
distributing basic necessities to constituents, distributing cement in certain electoral dis-
tricts, and so on. Candidates cannot even calculate exactly how much they have spent on
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donations, gifts, banners, and so on, apart from official fees for membership registration,
paying witnesses, and other administrative needs.

2 Research Method

This study uses a qualitative method. Qualitative research was chosen because first,
through qualitative research, researchers could enter into the internal experiences of
youth voters in their electoral process. Second, qualitative research can be carried out
to find variables not to test them, so that qualitative research allows researchers to
explain the problem being studied in depth and does not have to enter the stage of
theory formation. The data collection techniques used were participatory observation,
Focus Group Discussions (FGD) and in-depth interviews. The data were analyzed in
a research framework that refers to the themes that are the focus of the informants’
knowledge, experience, and evaluative thinking.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Understanding the Roots of Money Politics

Money politics and patronage as well as clientilism are phenomena that we are quite
familiar with in post-reform Indonesian politics. This is due to the belief that patronage
and money politics can influence voter preferences, which in turn will benefit candidates
who use this electoral strategy. The term money politics itself is still not clear. This term
is still very abstract, so this term is a big phenomenon, used to describe a summary
of major events ranging from political corruption, patron-client, to buying and selling
votes and crime [12]. In Muhtadi’s view, there are two big things discussed in money
politics, namely first, money politics operates in the realm of the elite from the President,
legislature to regional heads in elections through political party vehicles and spends a
lot of money to get ahead. Second, money politics at the lower level where there is a
practice of buying and selling votes in elections.

A study conducted by Aspinall and Sukmajati mentions the use of material in the
form of patronage which can be in the form of giving cash, goods, services, and other
economic benefits. Patronage Clientelism refers to material or other benefits distributed
by politicians to voters or supporters. In contrast, clientelism refers to the character
of the relationship between politicians and voters or supporters [1]. Aspinall said that
the practice of money politics still characterizes the holding of general elections in a
number of Southeast Asian countries, including Indonesia. In the implementation of
elections in Southeast Asian countries, many practices of money politics are found.
Research conducted in four countries (Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines)
shows that there are many similar patterns in the implementation of money politics in
these countries. Many terms that describe the events that occurred, for example “dawn
attack” in Indonesia are also found in Thailand with the term “The night of the barking
dogs”.While in PapuaNewGuinea it is known as the “night of the devil”. The description
of this phenomenon shows that the practices of money politics that occur in Southeast
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Asian countries have a pattern that is almost similar to the modus operandi which is also
similar.

In Aspinal’s view, patronage and clientelism are considered as the roots of the spread
of money politics in developing countries, this is because patronage and clientelism are
seen as socio-cultural products where certain groups and those who have the privilege of
giving money or profits in return for the loyalty of their followers. Patronage describes
the existence of a personified relationship based on conditional loyalty and reciprocal
benefit transactions. While patronage describes more material transactional practices,
clientelism refers to the pattern of relations between candidates and political elites, voters
or supporters. In clientelism what is relied on are social and religious ties [14].

3.2 Critical Characteristics of Young Voters

Young voters become a very interesting conversation in an electoral context. Not only
the large number of young voters who reached 35–40% of the total voters based on data
from the Indonesian Scientific Research Institute (LIPI) in 2019. Or add up to around 85
million out of 185million voters. The impact of youth participation is certainly an attrac-
tion for anyone with an interest in the election. LIPI also stated that the characteristics
of the millennial generation tend to be rational and aware of their participation (tirto.id).
In a study conducted by Rahmad [15] young voters were categorized into three groups;
First, rational voters are voters who really vote with rational considerations and in-depth
analysis. Second, emotionally critical voters, namely voters who are still idealistic and
uncompromising. Third, novice voters are voters who have the right to vote based on
age.

The strengthening of the “critical citizenship”, often seen among young, well-
educated citizens [16] who support democratic values but are highly critical of the
democratic systemof government, has recentlyThis is related to growing disillusionment
with the performance and motivations of governments, political parties, and politicians
in general [17]. In addition to a general decline in party membership [16], the party’s
commitment and political confidence in the established industrial democracy continues
to weaken [18]. This entails the growing importance of ‘cause-oriented’ politics and
‘problem-specific’ forms of youth political participation [19]. Industrialized societies
such as the UK are also adopting an increasingly ‘educated’ attitude, as democratic
institutions and political groups are unable to accommodate an increasingly diverse set
of opinions and individualized values, and young people aremore educated than previous
generations [19].

From this perspective, ‘critical citizens’ are more likely to observe the performance
of political actors and are more sensitive to the dysfunctional consequences associated
with the broader political system, and thus a university degree is associated with polit-
ical mistrust. Related. This provides a direct correlation between political distrust and
participation in non-electoral politics. Alienation from conventional politics and lack of
trust in traditional political institutions have been identified as potential factors behind
the rise and spread of youth protests across Europe in times of austerity and austerity
measures [20]. Therefore, it can be expected that young people who do not believe in
conventional politics or politicians in general are more likely to express their concerns
and dissatisfaction in the form of political participation outside of elections. Indeed,
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Kaase [21] found that the lower the political confidence, the more likely it was to take
direct action in the European context.

3.3 Perception: Money Politics as Unavoidable Reciprocity

Themeaning of money politics for voters has a variety of meanings. Those who interpret
money politics in a physical aspect, always associate money politics in a form that they
can see, such as food or money. Meanwhile, those who interpret money politics in social
terms are those who think about the impact of money politics behavior in the future. In
addition, they also interpret money politics in a psychological aspect, namely those who
interpret money politics as reciprocity between voters and candidates who give money
politics. Givingmoney politics to young voters based on social, personal, or family basis.

The informant said that the money politics was given personally by the candidate.
The informant as a practical politician said that giving money politics could be done
socially by conducting socialization to voters. In addition, other informants also said that
the provision of money politics could be done through distribution from other family
members. Therefore, it can be said that some members of the electorate interpret money
politics as buying votes, where votes become a commodity to be exchanged for money,
this practice is known as a reciprocal cultural practice: because legislative candidates
need votes, so candidates with understandingmust give rewards to the candidates. voters,
such as one informant who chooses a candidate because of the money given before
leaving for the polling station, interprets their vote as a commodity that can be traded.
However, it is undeniable that other informants interpret money politics as a form of
giving gifts to voters, or usually they think of it as a form of thanking candidates to
voters for choosing them, for example other informants responded to money politics as
a form of voluntary giving as a gift for supporting them.

This perception fosters the behavior of young voters to accept or reject money pol-
itics. Some informants accept that they are satisfied with themselves if they get money
politics. However, informants who accept money politics feel that they are dissatisfied
with candidates who offer money politics, so that they can “betray” the previous agree-
ment. However, for informants who consider money politics as a reciprocal relationship
between voters and candidates, they feel satisfied with themselves and the candidates
who offer them. In fact, no gift is free. Because all forms of giving are basically always
followed by something giving back in the form of rewards in various forms. Therefore,
what happens is not limited to giving one person to another, but a system of exchange
between two people or groups who give, in which the recipient tries to reciprocate and
compensate. Therefore, the process of meaning interpreted by voters is based on the
meaning of the voter’s self. The meaning that is built is not by itself, but because of the
reality that is happening in the current environment. In fact, it is a construction that is built
either intentionally or not which is influenced by experience, knowledge, self-concept,
and individual motives.

3.4 Response to Money Politics: Adapting Versus Ignoring

Understanding money politics cannot be separated from young voters interpreting them-
selves. There are three aspects to interpret it, namely physical, psychological, or social
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aspects. In addition, interpreting can also be seen from the aspect of individual abilities
and attitudes towards what is believed and felt. The form of meaning of money politics
is illustrated by voters interpreting money politics from what they see and experience.
The attitude of voters towards the offer of money politics is based on three factors:
socio-demographic, political attitudes, and political involvement.

These three factors can occur in groups, organizations, or communities that always
form a network of interactions between individuals in the system. The way they under-
stand money politics can be seen from their political attitudes and political involvement
which has an important influence in shaping the mindset of voters. Meanwhile, for those
who do not have political involvement, they view money politics as something that can
be forgiven and accepted in society. For example, understandingmoney politics for those
who have involvement in responding to money politics as violating election regulations
and undermining electoral governance. For those who do not have an interest in politics,
they feel that money politics is something that needs to be avoided, because it does not
provide benefits for themselves. Many of them do not know money politics, due to the
lack of interaction between individuals in discussing money politics deviations. They
think that politics is a taboo subject to discuss, so that money politics is difficult to define.

Informants who have involvement in politics as members of political parties and
election success teams. Initially, he rejected money politics in the form of promises.
However, interpreting money politics can be accepted in the form of political costs,
such as providing transportation money for voters who attend the discussion, free meals,
and other certain things. That is, the money politics literature classifies that community
involvement networks allow individuals to become targets of vote buying and selling
operations. Thus, this study shows the effect of community involvement on the tendency
of an individual to be exposed to the process of buying and selling votes in elections.

This money politics behavior will produce a phenomenon of clientelism and patron-
age. Clientelism is a form of exchange that is personal in nature with the characteristics
of obligations and power relations that occur unequally between them. In addition, it is
characterized by patron activities that provide access for clients in the form of certain
facilities. So that a pattern of mutually beneficial exchange relationships is formed [20].

According to Aspinal [20], patronage is a sharing of profits among politicians and
distributing something individually to voters, workers or campaigners. The goal is to
get political support from them. The practice of money politics in elections will create a
corrupt public official. The basis for corruption in the government is the general election
process/regional head election which is dominated by the practice of money politics.
The result is high political costs. Therefore, how to prevent corruption can be started by
providing political education about money politics.

4 Conclusion

The determinants of money politics cannot be seen from the education and income of
voters to reject the offer of money politics. The occurrence of money politics in young
voters is related to the involvement of voters in organizations. Young voters interpret
politics money based on three meanings of themselves, namely as reciprocity, adaptive
response, and apathy. The self-meaning expressed by young voters is based on the
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subject’s experience of the practice of money politics. Young voters with a personal
adaptive meaning are those who have a close relationship with the candidate. For the
meaning based on reciprocity are those who interpret money politics as a gift of goods,
while for the meaning based on apathy are those who have social attitudes towards the
surrounding environment.
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